TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE
COURTHOUSE, TILLAMOOK, OREGON 97141

NW CORNER CHAMPION DLC #39, SECTION 27 T.1S., R.9W., W.M.
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I found a 2" iron pipe with a 3" Tillamook County Surveyors Brass Cap (see T.C.S. Rewitness #228), in the West bound lane of Hughey Lane. I set an 8" cast iron monument case around the found monument and encased in concrete.

History of found monument

I found this monument to be as described in said T.C.S. Rewitness and the references found and/or set at that time to now be as follows:

Power Pole E36-R-6-19 S.40 W. 83.35': (Found, at position. The New pole number is #274600).

Guy Pole E36-R6-L9-SS S.84 W. 56.4': (Gone, replaced by new pole).

Indicates Tillamook County Surveyors yellow metal location poster attached.

New Accessories

Guy Pole #274700 S.85 W. 57.51'. Distance was measured to a hub tack in a scribed triangle in the side center of pole.

Surveys and Rewitnesses of record not listed on rewitness #228

A-2106 5-1971 John L. Carlitch RS 287

Location of Monument

This corner is located in the West bound lane of Hughey Lane approximately 30' Easterly of the intersection of Hodgdon Road.

In the presence of Al Dvorak and Dan McNutt

June 5, 1991

Title:

[Signature and stamps]